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Introduction

The insurance industry is rapidly adopting AI/cognitive

Did you
know… ?

The first Watson chatbot ever publically released was within an auto insurer's online
sales application.
The first company to implement IBM's Legal Billing Insights solution was an
insurance company.
One of the first fully AI-enabled companies (Lemonade) was an insurance
company.
The first company to put Watson on the phone to answer customer service
inquiries was a health insurer and then an auto insurer followed shortly after by
selling renters insurance with Watson over the phone.

Insurance is a "language rich" business making it a perfect place for
AI/cognitive to thrive
Engagement

Sales

Exploration

Service
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Marketing

Actuarial
Analysis

Discovery/Policy

Underwriting

Claims

Defining Cognitive

“When you hear
cognitive, think
pattern
recognition”
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Cognitive Analytics
Leveraging machine learning algorithms to discover
patterns within both structured and unstructured data

Cognitive IOT
Extending cognitive analytics to incorporate a variety of
additional sensor data from the Internet of Things

Cognitive Computing
Leverage machine learning algorithms to emulate various
human cognitive reasoning functions

Think of cognitive computing this way…

MLML

We’re trying to get this…
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To act like this

“The goal of cognitive computing is
to amplify human cognition.”
- Rob High, CTO Watson Group
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Helping Humans

Transformed Interactions
Direct-to-consumer
cognitive virtual agents that
serve, guide, & advise on
web or mobile
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Empowered Advisors

Advisor-facing applications
that provide agents &
advisors with guidance for
customers

Optimized Operations
Employee-facing applications
that aid knowledge workers in
execution of business process

Cognitive Customer Care

Cognitive Customer Care
An Introduction
May 29, 2019

Watson Patterns

Engagement

Discovery

Decision

Policy

Exploration

Helps
organizations build
stronger
relationships with
constituents

Helps people
create new
insights by
synthesizing
information

Helps users make
more informed,
evidence-based
decisions

Helps users
evaluate
compliance of a
decision to policies

Visually depict and
analyze data for
clear advice

© 2018 IBM Corporation
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Cognitive Customer Care
Enabling Transformation of Customer Service Using AI
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Virtual
Assistant

Agent
Assist

Speech
Analytics

• Cost per call

• Reduce Average
Handle Time

• Customer
Satisfaction from:

• Customer
Satisfaction from:

• Improved team
operational
performance and
implementation of
best practices

• Call Deflection

• Decreased wait
times

• Improved Answer
consistency

• Improved answer
consistency

• Reduced hold
times

• Improved banker
satisfaction

• Higher FCR &
decreased call
times

Deflection
Rate
2

Average
Handle
Time

• Improved
coaching
feedback to
bankers
• Customer
Insights

Actionable
Insights

• Save cost
reducing call volumes and lowering
OURby
MISSION
average handle times
• Increase customer satisfaction and improve
customer experience
• Build out an AI COE for the organization through
co-sourcing
• Phase 1: Establish infrastructure, deploy base
capabilities, and validate expected benefits
PHASED APPROACH
• Phase 2: Extend the virtual assistant to more use cases
• Phase 3: Omni-channel expansion and marketing
integration
 Accelerated delivery using our Universal Conversation
Gateway
accelerator
IBM(UCG)
DIFFERENTIATORS
 World class data science talent to combine Watson
and open source ML algorithms
 Milestone-based payment structure
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Global Deployments @ Scale

Orange Bank

Crédit Mutuel

First fully Mobile
Digital Bank powered
by Watson integrated
with Salesforce Live
Agent.
Djingo [Watson]
handling 55% of
inquiries in AI.

Providing 20,000
branch employees with
IBM Watson to help
analyze customer
emails and provide
information on
products and services.

RBS
Watson successfully
containing 50% of
customer queries, with
30% intentionally
handed to agents.
Integrated with
LivePerson. Projecting
£45m 5-yr savings.

Bradesco

P&C Insurer

Watson is trained
on 62 products and
is answering
283,000 questions a
month with a 95%
accuracy rate.

Agent Assist and
Virtual Agents for
Auto and Renters
Insurance Inquiries to
increase member
satisfaction and
reduce cost.
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Virtual Assistant
Support consistent and seamless conversations in natural language
through practically any channel
Natural Language
Understanding

Understand end user questions in
natural language

Consistent responses

Provide consistent answers to complex
questions by retrieving relevant data

Omni-Channel
Experience

Manage conversations asynchronously
across literally any channel

Reinforced from interactions – Watson
recommends
Personalized experience
Unprecedented improvement in
cost per contact

2
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Agent Assist
Enable CSRs to quickly find the data, insights, and answers when
they need
Natural Language
Understanding

Understand agent questions in natural
language

Guided Discovery

Engages claims associates/ adjustors through
guided search experience

Configurable
insights and data
sources

Connect to many distinct data systems to
extract and generate insights

Domain Training

Adapt Watson to company or industry specific
language through custom modeling

2
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Speech Analytics
Unlock potential from massive amounts of unstructured data
Unlocking
Unstructured Data

Advanced Machine
Learning Algorithms

Domain insights
from any data
sources

Cognitive Learning
Techniques

Transcribe audio Calls at scale for insights and
actions. Redact sensitive data
Analyze unstructured notes, files, tasks and
events in Hadoop clusters
Connect to many distinct claims data systems
to generate insights through prebuilt m/l
models
Integrate with telephony system and setup
Cognitive transcription factory
Use tone, sentiment and personality insights to
effectively deflect certain call types
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Content Intelligence

Classify

Extract

Understand
data locked in your documents

…without templates
22

•
•
•

Cognitive Digitization can transform Business Workflows with end to end integration using a four-step approach
It contains a growing collection of accelerators to process textual data, signatures, logos, tables, among others.
Use case specific Additional components can be integrated to form a unique cognitive digitization pipeline
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Underwriting

Cognitive
Risk Assessment
Assessing Risk for
Commercial
Properties Using
Natural Language
Understanding and
Supervised Learning
26

The Challenge: Assess Commercial Property Risk By Reading Risk Analysis
Summaries and Risk Engineering Reports
Extensive Documents
Containing Domain-Rich Content

Commercial Property
Risk Analysis
Summary

Risk Assessment Scores
Derived from Explainable Insights

Commercial Property
Risk Engineering
Report
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Our Approach: Domain Knowledge Embedding Framework
1.

Domain Training of the model
Knowledge Representation
WKS Modeler/SME

Risk Summaries
(Text)

WKS
ML
Model

Training set
80% of documents

Deploy

NLU
API
Predict

SME
Knowledge
Embedding
(Entities, Relations)

Data Scientist

2.
Train

Classifier

3.

4.
Testing of the model

Risk Summaries
(Text)

Test set

5.
NLU
API

Knowledge
Embedding
(Entities, Relations)

Within IBM Watson Knowledge
Studio (WKS), develop a domainspecific ontology based on the
industry standard COPE
(Construction, Occupancy,
Protection and Exposure)
framework.
Deploy the COPE-based ontology
within IBM Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) and extract
entities and relationships
Build and test a classifier model in
Python using XG-Boost to assess
risk prevention based on the
entities and relationships
Productionalize the model and run
it on new risk reports
Continuously tune the models and
add domain knowledge as needed

Predict

Classifier

Risk Prevention
Measures – Good/Bad

20% of documents
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How Our Approach Is Different: Capture Institutional Knowledge and Explain The Results To Build
Trust With Underwriters
Domain Knowledge Embedding (DME)
institutionalizes the knowledge of SMEs
into a language model by annotating the
risks and prevention measures documented
in the risk reports into a semantic
embedding that can be understood by the
business user
These semantic embeddings are used by
finely tuned Machine Learning algorithms
to quantify the Risks present and
Prevention Measures adopted by clients.

As a result, this process:
1. Quantifies Risks and Prevention Measures from text reports and shows the specific language within the
document that is driving the risk scores
2. Institutionalizes the organization’s best “SME Memory” into Domain Knowledge models
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Benefits for Insurers: Explainable AI That Will Turbocharge Your Underwriting
Our Domain Knowledge Embedding (DME) approach combines the power of Natural Language Understand and
Supervised Learning models to read through complex, domain-rich content housed within Risk Analysis Summaries and
Risk Engineering reports to provide underwriters with risk assessments they can trust

Quantify Risk from
Unstructured Data

Increase Throughput From
Your Underwriters

Tailor the Solution
For Your Business

Make Consistent Decisions Based
on Your Preferences

Extract domain-aware insights
from natural language content
that can be used to help classify
risk and risk prevention measures

Reduce the time needed to assess
each case by having the machine
identify the important things for
the underwriter to consider

Your SMEs help train the model
both in terms of what to look for
in the documents and how to
evaluate the risk based on your

Capture institutional memory for
consistent decision making and
optimal results

Improve Underwriting Margins

Speed to Expertise

Better Job Satisfaction and Higher
Underwriter Retention

Explainable Insights,
No Blackbox

Scale the expertise of your best
underwriters to drive better
underwriting decisions that lead to
higher margins

Shorten the learning curve for new
underwriters based on exposed
risk indicators from historical risk
summaries

Allow underwriters to focus on
making decisions vs sifting
through mounds of information,
thereby making their job more
fulfilling

Show underwriters the specific
language in the document that is
driving the risk assessment so that
underwriters trust the results
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IBM Cognitive
Medical Intake
Accelerator (CMIA)
Helping Insurers
Unlock Medical Data
for Underwriting and
Claims
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The Challenge: Unlocking APS Data for Underwriting and Claims
Scanned Images
(No Standard Format/Template)

Human Readable APS Summary
(Structured Data Format)
Summary Demographics
Social History
Smoking
Drinking
Drug Use

Family History
Father, Mother
Siblings
Grandparents

Important Underwriting Impairments (List w/Details)

Less Important Underwriting Impairments and/or
Conditions (List w/Details)
Medication History (List w/Details)
VITALS (List w/Details)
Blood Pressure, Build/BMI, Blood Sugar, Cholesterol
Labs and Diagnostic Tests, Results (List w/Details)
Referrals (List w/Details)

Attending Physician
Statements
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Our Approach: IBM Cognitive Medical Intake Accelerator Solution (CMIA)
CMIA enables insurers to easily digitize, extract and summarize medical insights from unstructured data by integrating into a single solution
powerful IBM digitization, cognitive AI and Watson Health technologies. A range of OOTB and custom options are available to solve your unique
needs.

1. INTAKE
DOCUMENT

Unstructured medical
submissions
• APS
• Faxed medical
records
• Physicians notes
• Procedures
• Lab results

2. DIGITIZE

IBM OCR
Post-Processing
Optimization
Transformation

3. EXTRACT

ACD extracts relevant
medical history, facts
and knowledge
• Diagnoses
• Procedures
• Symptoms
• Medications
• Other facets.
(client defined)

4. AMPLIFY

5. SUMMARIZE

Amplify and further
enhance the
accuracy

Various output formats
Faster decisions
Consistency
Accuracy
Better CX
Capacity release

Human SMEs train
Watson custom ML
model(s) on selected
domains and/or
areas of interest

20+ turnkey clinical
health annotators
Options:
 Out-of-the-Box”
 Custom fine tune

Options:
 “Out-of-the-Box”
 Custom configure

Options:
 Client specific custom
machine learning
models

Options:


Client specific
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Benefits for Insurers: Unlocking Medical Data for Underwriting and Claims
CMIA enables insurers to easily digitize, extract and summarize critical insights for insurance underwriters and/or
insurance claims from unstructured data trapped in medical submissions using IBM AI solutions. A range of OOTB and
custom options are available to deliver your unique needs and outcomes

Known Problems, Proven
Solutions

Tailored for You

Effective

IBM has successfully built
similar solutions and is a
leader in unlocking insights
from unstructured data

CMIA harnesses IBM’s best
digitization, AI, NLU,
machine learning and
Watson Health capabilities
into a single offering

CMIA can be customized
for your unique
underwriting and/or claims
criteria and needs

Faster: in seconds vs hours

Speed to Value

Attractive ROI

Longer Term Benefits

Commercial Constructs

MVP Pilot: 6-12 weeks

What if CMIA could process a
significant portion of your
cases?
- Capacity release
- Cost savings

CMIA insights and outputs
can benefit downstream
claims processes, STP, risk
modeling and innovation

Potential co-creation

Business SMEs can train
system with minimal IT
support

Simple, Integrated

Greater consistency
Better customer experience

“As a Service” requires no
Capex
A range of flexible options for
build-run-maintain
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Digital Compliance Transformation

The Challenge
Positioning for growth in times of great change requires firms to think differently about leveraging Data and
analytics to derive information-led insights.
Threats: Avoiding Orange

Opportunities: Achieving Green

o
o

Risk & Compliance
o
o
o
o

Cost reduction mandate vs exponential
growth in cost of risk and compliance
Changing regulatory expectations
Increase in regulatory reporting and
required controls
Mandated privacy standards

New Technologies
o
o

Customer of One

Increasingly complex customers with
higher transaction volumes
Demand for ever improving customer
experience
Existential threats from Fintech

Competitive landscape, including AI,
robotics, and advanced analytics
Cyber threats, including hacking and
ransomware

iLFS
Capabilities

o

… and avoid
here?

Times of Great Change

Customer Demands
How do
we get
here …

Revenue / Assets

o
o
o
o

Bank as a trusted partner
Data to support insight-driven banking
Customer service and experience must
become part of the bank’s genetic code
Enhance cross-channel experience

Transform Risk & Compliance
o
o
o

Incorporate risk and compliance within
business lines’ first line
Proactive regulatory insights
Monitoring of data, processes, and
behavior for deep understanding of risk
and compliance

Modernize Technology Landscape
o
o
o

Cognitive for insights-led decisions
Enhanced automation to decrease errors
and lower costs
Security designed to protect business
operations and client data
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Getting Started

Build additive iLFS capabilities, along four dimensions.
Industry Observations
•

Very little variability across industry, within
sub-categories

•

Firms with less legacy “progress” have the
opportunity to leap-frog

•

Biggest opportunity is in closing the
“analytics gap”, i.e., realizing value

•

Data typically exists, requires new way of
thinking about “integration master”

•

Data monetization is difficult, but necessary
to fend against Fintech

•

Technology is present, gap exists in
applying the right IT from “the shelf”

Industry is here1…

…How do we get
here2?

(Process & Strategy)

(Cognitive & Advanced)

What does the
pathway to Green
look like?

Beginning

Target

Developing

Advanced

Footnotes: 1. IBM’s observations through surveys and meetings with major banking institutions.
2. IBM’s observations based on pilot-based requirements.
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The Journey
iLFS Capability pathway, via challenger pilots

Build additive iLFS capabilities, through a
series of challenger pilots.
Define roadmap of production pilot
projects

2.

Define common data foundation

3.

Develop advanced and cognitive analytics
capabilities

4.

Plan for scale and reliability

5.

Incorporate process and operational
change management

Compliance Effectiveness***

1.

…How do we get
here?

Through everexpanding
capability frontiers.

Industry is here…
Advanced

Developing
What does this
pathway look like?
Beginning

Legend:

iLFS Capabilities*

*

DATA includes the dimensions of Data, Analytics, Technology, and Analog (process and
organization) capabilities.

**

Capability assessments conducted and roadmaps developed with 12 global and super regional
FSOs.

***

Compliance is a good place to start given opportunity to drive efficiency and transfer Digital
value into the business.
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Risk & Compliance Capabilities and Lifecycle
iLFS enables leading-practice financial services organizations to achieve the goals of improved compliance & risk
management, reduced costs, and increased revenue, through smarter decision-making.
Obligation to
control mapping?
Issue
transparency.
Control quality &
rationalization?

Effective decisionmaking.

Data-quality,
governance, and
efficiency.

GRC application
consolidation?

Data

Process
integration &
Usability?
Process
standardization?

Efficiency & cost
take-out.

Efficiency & cost
take-out.
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Business process management evolution
Sample challenger use cases for short-term progress, and to build
foundational long-term processes and tools.
Client Challenge

Ingest

Analyze

Report

Respond

Issue Handling

Issue Handling

Issue Handling, Prioritization,
and Reporting of GRC data.

Compliance
Testing
Enable ad-hoc data
ingestion, monitor
performance, extend Reach,
Control.

Regulatory
Reporting
Review and automation of
regulatory reporting.

Internal Audit
Automation of
document ingestion and
controls and transaction
testing.
Controls
Rationalizing
Identify the required controls
are defined and leverage
existing capabilities
.

Outcome

Key Insight:

Key Insight:

Key Insight:

Key Insight:

Multiple options are
required to ingest, extract
and normalize data, based
on:
― Velocity
― Variety
― Volume
― Veracity

Models and Simulations
allow for repeatable
benchmarking of the
current (human) process:

Not all reporting solutions
are made equal:

Different Actionable
Information is required to
make decisions:

― Rule-based
― Statistical

― Static Reports
― Interactive Dashboards

― Senior Leadership

― Real-time Alerting

― Third Line Audit
― Second Line Risk &
Compliance

― Cognitive

Transformation Space/Platform

― First Line Operators

Automated
GRC/Issues handling,
evaluation, and
remediation.
Compliance
Testing
Evolution from testing
to ongoing monitoring.
Regulatory
Reporting
Provided consistent insights
and remediation from
triggering event.

Evolution of third line
Internal Audit
form compliance to
advisory function.

Built on Business Process Management
Controls
Rationalizing

Supported by Data

Only need controls are
established leveraging
existing capabilities for an
efficient approach. 41

Business process management evolution
Sample challenger use cases for short-term progress, and to build foundational long-term processes and tools.
Client Challenge

Ingest

Analyze

Report

Issue Handling

Regulatory
Reporting

Issue Handling, Prioritization,
and Reporting of GRC data.

Compliance
Testing
Enable ad-hoc data
ingestion, monitor
performance, extend Reach,
Control.

Regulatory
Reporting
Review and automation of
regulatory reporting.

Internal Audit

Automation of
document ingestion and
controls and transaction
testing.
Controls
Rationalizing
Identify the required controls
are defined and leverage
existing capabilities
.

Respond

Key Insight:

GRC/Risk
Filings

Multiple options are
required to ingest, extract
and normalize data, based
on:
― Velocity
― Variety
― Volume
― Veracity

Key Insight:

Key Insight:

benchmarking of the
current (human) process:

― Static Reports

FirstKey
Line
/
Insight:

Compliance
Models and Simulations
Not all reporting solutionsOperations
Different Actionable
Transformation
Reporting
allow for repeatable
are made equal:
Information is required to
― Rule-based
― Statistical

Operations ― Cognitive
Transformation
Data

make decisions:

― Interactive Dashboards
― Real-time Alerting

― Senior Leadership

Mgt &
― Third Line Audit
Board
― Second Line Risk &
Reporting
Compliance

Space/Platform

on Business Process Management
Sample UseBuilt
Cases
1. Issue Tracking / Customer Satisfaction
2. Privacy Compliance / Customer 360
Supported
by DataAction Testing
3. Predictive Lending
/ Adverse

― First Line Operators

Outcome
Issue Handling
Automated
GRC/Issues handling,
evaluation, and
remediation.
Compliance
Testing
Evolution from testing
to ongoing monitoring.
Regulatory
Reporting
Provided consistent insights
and remediation from
triggering event.

Internal Audit
Evolution of third line
form compliance to
advisory function.
Controls
Rationalizing
Only need controls are
established leveraging
existing capabilities for an
efficient approach.
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Demo: Issue Tracking / Customer Satisfaction
• Business Problem: Issues data is a leading
regulatory and customer satisfaction
indicator. But with the thousands of issues
records available it is hard to understand,
prioritize, and track issues.

Regulatory
Reporting

GRC/Risk
Filings

• Solution: Analyze issues and complaints as
unstructured data evaluating similarities in
terms of topics and entities.
• Tool: Watson explorer integrated with Big
Data EDW for analytics and visualization.

Compliance
Transformation

First Line /
Operations
Reporting
Mgt &
Board
Reporting

Operations
Data
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Thank You!

